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America's street skateboard brand Vans extension Vans California launched the latest 2013 holiday series Paisley Pack, using the
artistic features of the shoe body very retro Paisley Paisley canvas material, at the same time, the leather material collocation metal
lace holes Vans tag and white lace and vulcanization sole consists of Limoges and Olivine two. Color version is expected in October
will be officially on sale. 
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1987 Nike launched the first to join the Air Max Air Max I shoes, in the 90 year launch of the pinnacle of the classic Air Max III shoes,
then it was called Air Max 90, and we tend to a Air Max II shoe ignore launched in 1989, in recent years Nike to continue engraved
plans to launch, so for this type of shoes changed a name Nike Air Max Light, the Air Max I retains many of the classic elements.
Recently, the famous shoes store Size? Announced two exclusive new color, two shoes shoes to mesh material white, gray suede
shoes collocation package body rear fender respectively with suede and Swoosh design of the red and black shoes, black and
yellow is two light shoe buckle new products. At the same time, two common feature is the white bottom are under the green color
collocation rubber outsole. The new product is expected to be sold on a limited 500 double basis in August 24th, and friends like you
should pay more attention to it. 
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